Impact of reading pre-irradiation background signal on the post-irradiation glow curves of thermoluminescence dosimeters.
Due to their sensitivity, signal reproducibility and stability, lithium fluoride thermoluminescence dosimeters are widely used in many applications. It was noticed that post-irradiation glow curves of LiF dosimeters that had undergone pre-irradiation background dose measurements dramatically differed from the curves of dosimeters irradiated without such preliminary measurements. Three types of dosimeters were studied in this respect, namely, TLD-700, TLD-600, and TLD-100. Impact of pre-irradiation background measurements on the glow curve areas, peak positions, and individual peak intensities were investigated using computerized glow curve analysis. Similarities in the behavior of the dosimeters of all three types were found. Areas of the glow peaks P₂a, P₃, P₄, P₅, and P₆ increased. Peak P₃ grew most significantly, followed by P₂, and P₅. Also, one of the common features was a shift of T(max) of P₅ to higher temperatures. Pre-irradiation background readings increase the total area of the glow curve in general and affect relative intensities and positions of specific peaks, which changes the shape of the glow curve. It is strongly recommended to perform pre-irradiation background measurements for all LiF-based dosimeters regardless of the values of the background doses relative to the radiation doses to be given.